Uniform Policy

The full school uniform is to be worn correctly at school, travelling between home and school and on all other occasions as required.

- Students are expected to be neatly, appropriately dressed at all times and wear their uniform with pride. Sports uniform is only to be worn on designated sport days and designated P.E. days.

- Hairstyles are to comply with standards of neatness and safety. Extremes in style, cut or colour are not permitted. Hair at, or below shoulder length, is to be tied back with either white/blue/tartan ribbons or white/blue/tartan scrunchies. Short hairstyles should be no closer than a ‘number 2’ cut. Suitability of any hairstyle is at the discretion of the Principal.

- Neither make-up nor nail polish is permitted.

- Plain sleepers/studs may be worn. If choosing to wear these, one sleeper/stud in each of both ear lobes is essential. Wrist watches and a religious medal are permissible. No other jewellery is permitted.

- Black leather lace-up dress (school) shoes are to be worn with dress uniform and predominantly white jogger style lace-up shoe with sports uniform (velcro for Prep only).

- Clothing worn on specified Free Dress days must include sleeves and closed in shoes and comply with Sun Safe Standards.

- Representative sports apparel (e.g. singlets and shorts; football socks etc.) are to be worn for interschool competitions and training purposes only. They can also be worn on other designated sporting events e.g. School Athletics.
**DRESS UNIFORM**

**Girls**
- White blouse with Marymount embroidery and tartan trim
- Tartan skirt
- Marymount white sock with MMP logo. Black stockings may be worn in winter.
- Black leather lace-up (school) dress shoe.
- V-neck navy pullover with Marymount logo or jacket with zip and Marymount logo
- Navy hat with Marymount logo
- Maroon hat for Prep students
- Peaked cap with logo
- Navy blue Marymount backpack with logo (optional)
- Library bags with logo
- Various hair ties available for girls

**Boys**
- White shirt with Marymount embroidery and trim, worn out over shorts
- Blue ruggers
- V-neck navy pullover with Marymount logo or jacket with zip and Marymount logo
- Navy hat with Marymount logo
- Maroon hat for Prep students
- Peaked cap with logo

**PREP & SPORTS UNIFORM**

**Polo with embroidered Marymount logo**

**Girls/Boys - navy sports shorts with Marymount embroidered logo**

**Tracksuit - fleece zip jacket with Marymount logo and fleece pant with Marymount embroidery (Prep-7)**

**Sports jacket with microfibre zip-leg pants (Years 3-7)**

**White ‘MMP’ socks with predominantly white jogger style lace-up shoe (velcro for Prep only)**

**Representative Sports**

ONLY TO BE WORN WHEN PLAYING SPORT

Students representing Marymount at various events are required to wear the appropriate uniform e.g. football socks; shorts; shin pads; appropriate footwear.

**House Polos**

Wearing of house colour polos for school carnivals is encouraged

**Swimming**

Swim caps and goggles are strongly encouraged for all students. MMP swimsuits optional.